Update from DHFS Executive Director (ED):
  ● ED agrees with TAB that more emergency call booths are needed in the complexes; but the installation of a public broadcast system is seen as economically infeasible.
    ○ TAB expresses its disagreement with this decision.
    ○ During the upcoming SB 11 discussion, TAB will seek resident input on this issue.

TV programming options survey:
  ● Current Grande contract comes up for renewal in the coming months. TAB would like to survey apartment residents to find out (a) what TV programming options they are interested in the future and (b) how much they are willing to spend.
  ● TAB Chair has uploaded survey to google docs for editing, and TAB members will give feedback on survey by Saturday, 28 November. The survey will be sent to residents in 1st week of December, and residents will have 2 weeks for responses.

ESL/Spanish courses:
  ● TAB recommends 1 ESL and 1 Spanish class.

TAB Facebook (FB) group and University Apartments (UA) FB page:
  ● TAB FB group has been approved by UA Assistant Director.
  ● TAB was also given permission to administer UA FB page.
  ● TAB Chair and UA Coordinator are in initial stages of talking through issues. Expect updates in the coming weeks

Garden operating policy and budget approval:
  ● Garden Coordinator will discuss policy updates with outgoing Brackenridge (BRK) Garden Manager and will send final edits to TAB Chair, UA Assistant Director, and UA Coordinator.
  ● Garden Coordinator will ask BRK Garden Manager to send link to the shed being proposed for purchase.
  ● BRK Garden Manager succession planning: Garden Coordinator and BRK Garden Manager will send email to current gardeners asking who would like to be the new BRK Garden Manager; TAB will begin interviewing as soon as possible.

Photo contest:
  ● Contest will close to submissions on Monday, 30 November.
  ● TAB will vote on submissions at next meeting.
Review of TAB constitution:
- TAB members began reviewing TAB constitution and will continue at next scheduled TAB meeting.

TAB meetings in January:
- 14 and 28 January 7-8:30pm

Upcoming TAB meeting agenda:
- TAB hosts SB 11 (Campus Carry) discussion
- TAB to vote on photo contest submissions; UA Coordinator to post slideshow online
- Update on official B-cycle report by Transportation Coordinator
- Update from current BRK Garden Manager
- Continuation of TAB Constitution review

In Attendance: Shuning Lu, Nagaraja Revanna, Ya-Ching Huang, Justin Power, Mohsen Babazadeh, Motolani Ogunsanya, Julie Lekstutis